
Ash Pond Data Summaries
Frendt, Richard to: Race, Maria 02(10/2012 11:21 AM
Cc: Xinying Wang

History: -- This message has been forwarded.

Maria:

Nearly forgot to send these to you — Here are some brief summaries of the data for each of the five ash
pond sites. I haven’t attached data tables to these, since those have already been sent out to everyone
with the quarterly reports. The purpose of these documents is just to explain, on a high-level, the
overall situation at each site. We can discuss our next steps at some point in the future, when it’s
convenient for you.

Regards,
Rick

Richard M. Frendt, P1.
PATRICK ENGINEERING INC.
4970 Varsity Drive
Lisle, Illinois 60532-4101
Tel: 630.795.7464
Cell: 708.359.0806

*****patrick Engineering Inc. Confidentiality Notice: The
information contained in the above e—mail message or messages
(which includes any attachments) may contain confidential,
proprietary, or legally privileged information. It is intended
only fot the use of the person or entity to which it is
addressed. If you are not the addressee any form of disclosure,
copying, modification, distribution, or any action taken or
omitted in reliance on the information is unauthorized. If you
received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete it from your computer system network.*****

crawford Ash Pond Data Evaluation and Sumrnary.pd[ Jolet Ash Pond Data Evaluation and St.nma,y.pdl

PowertonAsh Pond Data Evaluation and Summar~&pd[ Waukegan Ash Pond Data Evaluation and Sumrnary.pdl
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ASH POND DATA EVAULATION & SUMMARY
JOLIET #29 STATION

Midwest Generation, LLC
Joliet, Illinois
January 2012

SITE DESCRIPTION
The Joliet 29 Generating Station (the Site) is located in the City of Joliet, Will County, Illinois.
The Site is located along the Des Plaines River just to the of the city of Joliet. The Site
includes three active ash ponds (Ash Pond 1, Ash Pond 2,~Øh Pond 3). Two of the ponds
are lined with a high-density polyethylene (HDPE), whi%~ie thu~d is hued with 12 of geo
composite material on the bottom; the total area of is approximately 10 acres.

MONiTORING WELLS
Eleven monitoring wells have been installc~ surrounding the ash
impoundments at the Joliet 29 facility. The both upgradient
and downgradient wells were represented, data re ~,,g the expected
groundwater flow dirtction. Monitoring wells MWj~, L R4W-10, and are installed
upgradient of the ash ponds. MW-9 its~ in~t~alled in a location that could be considered either up-
or downgradient depending upon which ~sh ~Ond is coi~éillered. Monitoring wells MW-i
though MW-7 are considered to be dowr~gradiedt wells. The hells are monitored quarterly in
accordance with the 1ohg’te~m monitorii~g plan. 9~ohnJwater daLa has been collected on a
quarterly basis starting in Dec&uber of 201O~ ad contindes to be generated into 2012. A
Monitoring Well Locaii~iMap is ~1h~luded in this~summary

GRouNu1errEagLEV~ATIoM&
Water leyeis in the mdnitorin~ciyells are taken quarterly prior to sampling. The groundwater
levels ~ver~ compared th lpvels ~oll~cted by th& USGS stream flow data at Station Number
05539780 located where l~ute 53 crosses the Des Plaines River in Joliet, Illinois. The
fluctuations ~. the groundwat~k elevations ~vere compared to the fluctuations in the river levels
for each monitoring event; there14oes not appear to be a correlation between the River levels and
groundwater elevatio~s1 at thç sitL The monitoring well elevations have seasonal variations
which were not appareht.k tEe 44J’er elevation data.

The overall groundwater elevation at the Site increased by 2 to 3 feet during the June 2011
sampling event as compared to the other three quarterly sampling events. This is not
unexpected, as periods of high precipitation will recharge the shallow aquifer. During the
September and December 2011 sampling events, groundwater elevations were slightly lower
than the recorded River level (as. compared to the other events, where groundwater was higher
than the River). This appears to indicate that when the groundwater elevations are higher,
groundwater at the Site is discharging to the River; when groundwater elevations are lower, the
River is recharging the shallow aquifer.
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Based upon the groundwater elevation data collected to date, the direction of groundwater flow
is from the northwest to the southeast, generally toward the Des Plaines River. The direction of
groundwater flow remains unchanged regardless of the elevation of the River and the
groundwater table.

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Groundwater samples were collected from thel monitoring wells on site on a quarterly basis in
2011. Both upgradient and downgradient wells indicated Class I Groundwater Quality Standard
exceedances. The following compounds exceeded their respective Class I standards: antimony,
manganese, boron, sulfate, chloride, and total dissolved solidsi l~ i

Monitoring well MW-9 contains the largest numbei of1 &c9e~dances; given that this well is
located between two of the ash ponds, it is difficul~ td1draw sti~ong conclusions regarding the
concentrations in this well (i.e., analytes due to Jhflsh ponds vbbbs other industrial sources).
Other than chloride (often associated with runtffj, very few exceedAnces were found in the on-
site wells, indicating that the ash ponds ~t4\not likely Co utit~g [to the groundwater
concentrations. Chlorides were found through~ the site (MW-i is the only well that has no
detection of this chloride), indicating itl~t another ( os~ffily rbad-related) sourdé is more likely
for this compound. - - -

Boron exceeded the Class I standard onl9~in MW- iii, an upgradi~it well. Again, the distribuhon
of boron does not allow1 a.~lxöng conclusion to be di~wn. with reb~ect to the integrity of the ash
ponds. ~‘ —, 1,11:

Patrick performed trend analyses o4 the follo~ing parameters (each of these parameters was
L • Mdetected duruig1 at least once d~~nng each sampling1 event): antunony, arsemc, barium, cobalt,

copper, ~ron~ mang&nese, niékel; seleiilum, boron; sulfate, chloride, nitrogen-nitrate, total
dissolv~d solids, flu~ridb, and rlfiftogennjtrateLffithte Analytical parameters without any
detections ~vere not included’in the analysis. There were no statistically significant (at the 95%
confidence l~vel) increasing oi~f decreasihg trends for any of the analyzed compounds.

CONCLUSIONb~’1 [
I,

• Generally, the ~rojn~wa&~ was found to be relatively un-impacted at the Jollet 29 site,
with the exception jsf chloride, that is more likely caused by road runoff. No clear pattern
of contaminants was’ found; MW-9, located between two of the ash ponds, next to the
clarifiers, contained the highest number of exceedances. It is not clear whether the source
of the contaminants found in this well is due to the ash ponds, or some other industrial

- source or process.

• Patrick could not find any statistically significant trends in the data which indicate that
the exceedances are either historical in nature, or more likely naturally occurring.
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NEXT STEPS

The monitoring wells on site will continue to be monitored on a quarterly basis through 2012.
After six quarters of data have been collected, a statistical analysis will be performed to compare
upgradient well results with downgradient well results.
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MW-O1 Monitoring Well Location

AERIAL IMAGE SOURCE:
LANDISCOR AERIAL INFORMATION INC., JULY2008

PATRICKFIGURE 1Dote JAN. 2011 MONITORING WELL LOCATION MAP ENGINEERING INC.

Proj No.: 21151034 JOUST STATION NO. 29 FAX(630)7244881

TEL (630) fl6-7200

App. B~ RUE JOLIET, ILLINOIS Uslo. DInols 805324101 ~3N RIU~ UGENSE NO. 16~40O
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ASH POND DATA EVAULATION & SUMMARY
POWERTON STATION

Midwest Generation, LLC
Pekin, Ulinois

January 2012

SITE DESCRIPTION
The Powerton facility (the Site) is located in Pekin, Tazewell County, Illinois. The Site is
located along the Illinois River, south and west of the city oç l~ekin. The surrounding land use
consists of the Illinois River to the north, industrial anI4~e~Idential properties to the east,
agricultural land to the south, and Lake Powerton to the w~k$ti~

The site contains three active ash ponds. Each ash ~ohd is line~l with 12” of gee-composite
matenal on the bottom, and a geo-membrane 1in~ on the side s1ope~ ~he total area of the three
ash ponds is approximately 11 acres. One forth~ ash pond that is nd”l~ger used is located east

IF,of the current ash ponds; it has been partially fill~h and has bern bisected rb~ a rail loop, but still
contains some ash. LIIJhI~II~

1vI()NITORLP~G ‘‘TFIISIJS
Ten monitoring wells have been ii~stalledL ~MW-l thro4h MW-l 0) surrounding the ash
- HIIF~L ~‘JIh
impoundments (both former and curren91 at th~iF~~verton fâ&hty. The well locations were
selected so that both up~ad$~jtand dowd~dient ~ bvpre re~~ented, based upon available
data regarding the ~}$&ted ~~j9dwater h~I ~ctio~d~~th, toward the Illinois River).
Monitoring wells MW1≠ IW-9 a44~viw-io a~!i~stalled upgradient of the ash ponds. The wells
are monitored quarterly inikcordth e,with the ld~ig-1terrn monitoring plan. Groundwater data has
been col1~ t~W &~quarter1 i~h~dnDec~cnber of 2010 and is continuing into 2012. A
monit9~~êe11 locdki~iwp isti4~ipded in t~i~iyufiary.

‘II

GROUND’~)’ATER ELEV~
Groundwater~Ievations in e~4~monit&i~ well are collected quarterly prior to sampling. The
groundwater 1dveI~ were comp~eçl to levels collected by the USGS stream flow data at Station
Number 05568500 lè~ated on t4uuinois River at Kingston Mines, Illinois. Fluctuations in the
groundwater elevatioxiA~o1rel4ä to fluctuations in the River, indicating the groundwater at the
site has a direct hydraulid 4ii~nection to the surface water. The water elevations in all of the ash
ponds, excluding the large, former ash pond to the east, arc significantly higher than the
surrounding groundwater elevations.

If wells MW-6 and MW-S are excluded from the analysis, the direction of groundwater flow is
clearly found to be from south to north, towards the River, as expected. The groundwater
elevations in MW-6 and MW-S are approximately 12 feet higher than in surrounding wells; the
ground surface elevation in this area is also significantly higher than in the surrounding area.
Boring logs from these wells also indicate the geology of this area consists of almost entirely fill
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material. It is Patrick’s opinion that both the topography and geology of this area create a
localized groundwater high that is not necessarily attributable to leakage from the nearby wells.
This conclusion is also supported by analytical data presented later in this report.

The correlation between groundwater elevations and the illinois River elevations was weaker in
the vicinity of wells MW-l, MW-9 and MW-b, which are the three wells furthest from the
River and therefore the three wells that would be expected to be the least affected by changes in
River elevation.

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Groundwater samples were collected from the 10 monitor nØ~lls on site on a quarterly basis in
2011. Both upgradient and downgradient wells on sj~Ith~c Class !j Groundwater Quality
Standard exceedances. These exeeedances include: boron, chloride,
nitrogen-nitrate, and total dissolved solids.

Concentrations of constituents exceeding C1á~ downgradient wells
(MW-2 through MW-8) were compared with r9 and MW-jO)
concentrations. Average downgradieqt concenfra1_~ ~_0~_~e, cbIoridc~I1tota1 dissolved

lip1 PIhIII]1
solids, arsenic and iron were highth th~icin the upgradi~t wells. Upgradient concentrations of
boron and nitrogen-nitrate were higi~r~~tli&ri~in the down~;aF}ient wells. Note that excluding
manganese, chloride, and nitrate, all oi ‘~s I standards were detected in
onl3’ one well (iI’~/l’c4’—7).

were the only compounds that
iding further evidence that the ash ponds

coal constituent indicator compounds

parameters (arsenic, barium, chromium,
sulfate, chloride, nitrogen-nitrate, total

without any detections were not included

The increasing trend itrations in MW-7 was the only statistically significant
increase of any constituent~;in any well. There were no statistically significant (at the 95%
confidence level) increasing or decreasing trends for any of the remaining analyzed compounds.

CONCLUSIONS

The groundwater underlying the Site appears to be in direct hydraulic connection to the
Illinois River, except for the groundwater underlying the area near MW-6 and MW-8.
There appears to a localized groundwater high in the vicinity of these wells that appears
to be caused by local changes in topography and lithology.

Manganese and
exceeded Class I
near these

Patricl~%
cobalt, ij
dissolved
in the analysis.
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• There does not appear to be any notable downgradient groundwater impact except
potentially at well MW-7. Further evaluation of the nature and extent of any
downgradient groundwater impact will be possible upon completion of the sixth sampling
event and a statistical analysis of upgradient groundwater quality.

NEXT STEPS
The monitoring wells on site continue to be monitored on a quarterly basis. Possible
modifications to the current sampling program that may provide useful data with respect to
demonstrating the competency ofthe ash ponds could include:

• Surveying the ash ponds is an additional task ¶~i1~6i2 as listed in an Illinois EPA
comment letter response to the initial Hydrog~Ø~:~Assessment The purpose is to
compare groundwater levels in the momtorrng td~lls wi4tijie ash pond elevations The
additional surveying may provide data tha~tLd~ill be useful in11plan~nng the nature of the
groundwater high in the vicinity ofMW’id~~d MW-8

• While not necessary at this time, additippal 1nve~tfgations rntoHthe nature of the
groundwater elevations ac~ipp4W-6 and ~kW~8Ehi~bÜ1d include th~,IEanstallation of
groundwater level fransduceb~ a tracer test in the ponds closest to
MW7
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ASH POND DATA EVAULATION & SUMMARY
WAUKEGAN STATION
Midwest Generation, LLC

Waukegan, Illinois
January 2012

SITE DESCRIPTION
The Waukegan facility (the Site) is located in the City of Waukegan, Lake County, illinois. The
Site is located along the shore of Lake Michigan on the npqheast side of Waukegan. The
surrounding land use consists of undeveloped land to the no4hjl~parently vacant industrial land
to the south, residential properties to the west, and Lake.14i4gan to the east. The Site contains
two active ash ponds. The ponds are lined with a hi~i!ddns~dW,Ilnolyethylene (HDPE) lineg the
total area of the two ash ponds is approximately

MOMTORING WELLS
Five monitoring wells have been installed MW-~j’~jiuuuuins the ash
impoundments at the Waukegan facility. The selected so ti$hoth upgradient
and downgradient wells were rei*S..t~, based u jj~$~ilable data regardi~ the expected
groundwater flow direction. ~5 is iAsNlled upgradient of the ash ponds. The
wells are monitored quarterly in monitoring plan. Groundwater
data has been collected :2010 and is continuing into
2012. A Monitoring

quarterly prior to sampling. The
igan water levels collected by the NOAA
illected near Milwaukee, Wisconsin and

two statii5ns were interpolated to calculate an expected

AI~i1jhe fluctuations in the groundwater elevations were
xër levels for each monitoring event. There appears to

is and the groundwater levels at the Site.

at the site is west to east, directly towards Lake Michigan.

Waukegan Station operates”two ash ponds at the Site. Only one of the ponds is active at any
given time. When a given pond is active, its water elevation can be significantly higher (>10’)
than the natural groundwater elevation at the Site. Yet these levels tend to be maintained for an
extended period, indicating that there is no significant leakage through the liner of the pond.
Similarly, the non-active pond is maintained at an elevation well below the natural groundwater
elevation (<8’), with no observable leakage into the pond. Both of these observations are
consistent with the fact that these ponds are lined with an HPDE liner, and do not appear to be
hydraulically connected with groundwater at the site.

GROUNDWATER
Groundwater levels in
ground’
Lake

elevation
compared to
be a correlation

The direction of
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Groundwater samples were collected from the 5 monitoring wells on site on a quarterly basis in
2011. Both the upgraclient well and downgradient monitoring wells on site have Class I
Groundwater Quality Standard exceedances. The following compounds exceeded their respective
Class I standards: arsenic, boron, manganese, sulfate, chloride and total dissolved solids.

Patrick compared upgradient well concentrations with downgradient well concentrations. The
concentrations of boron, iron, manganese, chloride and total dissolved solids are higher,
sometimes significantly higher, in the upgradient well (MW-5) than in the downgradient wells.
The downgradient wells, MW-I through MW-4, have highe~Ø!~centrations of arsenic, with the
highest concentrations found m MW-l (the northernmost.downarathent well).

(arsenic, barium,
itrate, total dissolved
Lt any detections were

confidence level)

ions and the groundwater
levels collected on site
in Lake Michigan which
to the Lake, as expected.

~jth the natural groundwater elevation at the
~i4hhydrau1ic connection between these units;

j~how that MW-5 is an upgradient well. The elevated
id~erest in MW-5 appear to be the result of the well

ash disposal area and not a result of leakage from the current

• The relatively low eentrations of compounds of interest in the downgradient wells, as
compared to those found in the upgradient well, appear to indicate that the current ash
ponds are not leaking. The source of the elevated concentration of arsenic in MW-l is
unknown, but could be related to the nearby coal pile. The Waukegan Site data appear to
support the conclusion that the ash ponds do not appear to be the source of groundwater
contamination at the Site.

Patrick performed a trend analysis on the foi
cyanide, iron, manganese, selenium, boron,
solids, fluoride, and nitrogen-nitrate-nitrite).
not included in the analysis. There were no
increasing or decreasing trends for any of the

CONCLUSIONS

I There is a strong correlation
levels in the mofiitorin2 wells
consistently
indicate that

The

conce
being i
ash ponds.
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NEXT STEPS

• The monitoring wells on site will continue to be monitored on a quarterly basis through
2012. Monitoring wells that contain detections will continue to be monitored in order to
observe any trend that may be occurring whether the compounds may be increasing or
decreasing.

• An additional well was requested by the illinois EPA in a comment letter in response to
the Waukegan Hydrogeologic Assessment. The well was proposed to be installed at the
southern edge of the property to assess the potential fq~ff-site migration. No definitive
decision regarding the installation of this yet been made.
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—4i— MW-O1 Monitoring Well Location

AERIAL IMAGE SOURCE:
LANDISOOR AERIAL INFORMATION INC., JULY2008 1” = 600’

FIGURE 1DOtL JAN. 2011 MONITORING WELL LOCATION MAP ENGINEERING INC

Proj No.: 21153.033 WAUKEGAN STATION 4O7OVnItyD*m F/O((S30)7241651

TEL (~0) 706-7200
Lisle, IfimoIs ~32-4l01App. B~e RUF WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS ~0~$$IQ~~0E$QN FIRM
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ASH POND DATA EVAULATION & SUMMARY
WILL COUNTY STATION
Midwest Generation, LLC

Romeoville, illinois
January2012

SITE DESCRIPTION
The Will County Generating Station (the Site) is located in Romeoville, Will County, Illinois.
The Site is located between the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (CSSC) and the Des Plaines
River east of the city of Romeoville. The surrounding land u≤ji{:9onsists of undeveloped land to
the north, the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal to the ea14~Ii~iuarry to the south, and the Des
Plumes River to the west. The Site includes four active4ilhi~nds. The ponds are lined with 36”
of geo-composite material; the total area of the four asbi onds is Approximately 8 acres.

MONITORING WELLS ilPi I
Ten monitoring wells have been installedlll~ - I through MW- icø~p1~urroundin~ the ash
impoundments at the Will County facility. were’ ~4~1tea so that both
upgradient and downgradient wells yeere repi availabledLi~tp regarding the
expected groundwater flow directft -l through MW-6 were intended to
be installed downgradient of the ~tored quarterly in accordance
with the long-term monitoring plan. collected on a quarterly basis
starting in December o~i~WiQ,. is well location map is
attached to this

GROUNDWATER
The gxoundw~ was measured prior to sampling. The
ground’ by the USGS stream flow data at Station
Numi Controlling Works in Loekport, illinois
and at in the Des Plaines River at Romeoville Road.
Fluctuatii correlated to fluctuations in the CSSC and the River,
indicating a direct hydraulic connection to the surface waters.
The elevation 01 ver is normally higher than the elevation of the CSSC (Wells
MW-7 through Led to be the upgradient wells based on this observation). The
surface water elevation ponds were also measured during the initial investigation; the
water elevations in the ash ~i~nds were 3 to 6 feet higher than the groundwater elevations in the
nearby wells.

Patrick’s initial conceptual model of groundwater flow at the Site was that the groundwater was
hydraulically connected to both the River and the CSSC with groundwater flowing from west to
east. The data collected to date indicates that the groundwater is in direct hydraulic connection
to the River and the CSSC; however, the groundwater elevations are all higher than either of the
surface waters and the direction of groundwater is generally found to be from the northeast to
southwest. It is unknown whether the presence of this groundwater ‘mound’ between the River
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and the CSSC is due simply to natural mounding due to recharge, or is partially related to
leakage from the ash ponds themselves. The groundwater elevation in MW-5 has periodically
been higher than either MW-4 to the north and MW-6 to the south, which could conceivably be
due to a leakage contribution from the South Pond (directly west of MW-5), but it is difficult to
make such a conclusion on the basis of the existing data. The collection of additional ash pond
elevation data (this was only collected during the first sampling event) may help in farther
defining the relationships between groundwater and surface water at the Site. Definitive
demonstration that the ponds are not leaking could really only be supplied by something like a
bromide tracer test, but these are expensive, and even these tests are not guaranteed to settle the
matter one way or another.

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Groundwater samples were collected from the 10 on site on a quarterly basis in
2011. Both upgradient and downgradient wells• Quality Standard
exceedances. The following compounds standards: manganese,
boron, sulfate, chloride, and total dissolved s

Patrick compared the concentrations of those cceeded the iss I standards in
the upgradient and downgradient wbll~’I~Based upon theilturrent model of groundwater flow at
the Site, only MW-I appears to be ‘-2 through MW-6 are considered
side-gradient and MW-i through it). Compared to MW-I,
concentrations of - of sulfate were
higherin7ofthe washigherin4out
the other wells; an&I i~ier wells. The results of these
comparisons could be are potentially impacting downgradient
groundwal regarding the groundwater flow paths
and P analysis of upgradient groundwater
qualil

Patrick ‘ing parameters (each of these parameters was
detected sampling event): arsenic, barium, cobalt, iron,
manganese, ni sulfate, chloride, total dissolved solids, fluoride, nitrogen-
nitrite, and nitrogen-m,~jije-ni1t,i There were no statistically significant (at the 95% confidence
level) increasing or decr~4 ~inds for any of the analyzed compounds.

CONCLUSIONS

The groundwater and surface water elevation data indicate that the groundwater at the
site is in direct hydraulic connection with both the CSSC and the Des Plaines River. This
conclusion is also supported by the increase in chloride concentrations in the spring of
2011 (chloride concentrations in surface water generally peak in the spring as snow melt
and precipitation runoff transport dissolved road salt).
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• The groundwater elevations are generally higher than either the CSSC or the River,
indicating that there is a groundwater ‘mound’ underlying the Site. Since the ash pond
water elevations are significantly higher than the groundwater elevations and the
potentiometric surface maps do not indicate a clear radial flow pattern away from the ash
ponds, it is possible that the groundwater mounding is a natural occurrence due to
recharge.

• The results of the groundwater sampling indicate that there are exceedances of the Class I
groundwater quality standards for compounds that can be associated with coal ash, most
notably boron. Boron and sulfate concentrations~11~$~ higher in nearly all of the
downgradient wells, when compared to MW-l~111~1j1Øibating that the ash ponds are
potentially impacting downgradient roundwaterEt~.ever, given the limited number of
upgradient wells at the Site (one, if the m no firm conclusion can
be drawn with respect to groundwater

Given the compi

basis. Possible
respect to

NEXT STEPS•
The monitoring wells on site continue to
modifications to the current sampling program
demonstrating the competency of

• Patrick could collect the water
event. While
such frequent
the ash

•111

it

during each quarterly sampling
is elevations experience

&ns elevation fluctuations in
V~’ield any useflil data.

and contaminant distribution at the Site,
.ing the nature of the ash ponds at the

data on whether or not these ponds are
would only be provided by a tracer test using

tracer.
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AERIAL IMAGE SOURCE:
LANOISCOR AERIAL INFORMATION INC.. JULY 200B
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MW-O1 Monitoring Well Location
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